
 

The Green Lantern! The most iconic comic book superhero of all time. He first appeared in serial form in the pages of "More Fun Comics" during 1936 and then as a team member of the Justice Society. He had an uncanny ability: he could create anything he could imagine with a green flame that came from his head. Flash forward to January 2011 and the successful release of "Green Lantern:
Emerald Knights" on Blu-ray by Warner Bros. and the obvious fan base this film would have, until he was rebooted yet again in 2011 to much less enthusiasm. This time we went with a different writer and director and the film came out as "Green Lantern". Green Lantern: Emerald Knights is a sequel to "", which is set before the events of the original "" movie. Now armed with his ring, Hal Jordan
must use his new-found abilities to save Earth from Sinestro!

A Green Lantern film was first announced by Warner Bros. Pictures in April 2004 with Martin Campbell directing, but after months of development it did not appear to be moving forward. In February 2008, it was announced that Martin Campbell would return to the project, but is unsure when the film will be made stating it could be 2010, 2011 or 2012. In March 2009, Warner Bros. shifted
development from a release in 2010 to 2011. In September 2009, screenwriter Michael Green was hired to rewrite the script with Joe Johnston likely directing. Filming was expected to start in early 2011. Warner Bros. Pictures shifted development of "Green Lantern" once again in October 2010 with Greg Berlanti rewriting the script and directing re-emerging as the frontrunner. in February 2011, in
an interview with "Collider", Berlanti stated that he will not be directing the film. In July 2011, Martin Campbell was announced to direct the film. In June 2012, Blake Lively was in talks to co-star in the film as Carol Ferris. On August 16, 2012, it was announced that Ryan Reynolds was cast as Hal Jordan with a release date of June 17, 2013. On September 8, 2012 it was reported that Peter Sarsgaard
is in talks of co-starring in the film as Hector Hammond. On October 29, 2012 it was announced that Geoffrey Rush was cast as the villainous Sinestro. On February 2, 2013, after being with the project for over a year and a half, TheWrap reported that the film would be released on August 7, 2013. The date was later changed. Principal photography for "Green Lantern" began in June 2012 in Detroit
and ended on August 20 at Long Beach Airport in Long Beach, California. For Jordan's hometown of Coast City origins it used its current waterfront area while filming interior sets across from where the old Coast City sets once stood for Vancouver city hall and Vancouver Convention Centre Arena.
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